MINUTES
ZOOM MEETING of the NEW ZEALAND FEDERATION OF ROLLERSPORTS (INC)
HELD 22nd March 2020 at 6.45pm
1

Welcome
Roger Boulcott, Robert Stack, Belinda Hope, Mark Swindells, Yvonne Lambert-Smith, Leanne Raffles, Ann Deihl

ACTION BY

Apologies: NIL
2

SportNZ
SportNZ invited Roger to a teleconference with other smaller sports to provide and update & give confidence in
relation to the sector response to Covid-19. Have advised us to check on the Prime Ministers Support Package to
find opportunities where SkateNZ, our clubs or Area Committees could make applications for the loss of
revenue from championships or public sessions.
Ann to look into this and follow up

3

Ann

New Zealand Artistic Championships
The Artistic Committee have had this under consideration and have been discussing options for the Artistic
Championships should they be able to go ahead due to some of the restrictions being made by the government
be lifted. These include the addition of the Area Only Grades (as they lost their pinnacle event) and all skaters
entries being accepted (as no qualification competition was able to be held to provide the top 8 skaters).

4

Future of Meetings
Our next meeting is in May. We will have a clearer indication by Easter on how things are looking for whether it
would be safe to travel. SportNZ are encouraging the use of technology, however a day & a half on a Skype /
Zoom meeting while in our home environments would definitely be harder to keep focussed.
Leanne to investigate options to enable screen sharing, the cost of Zoom and process AirNZ flight credits if
necessary

5

Leanne

Oceania Artistic Championships
Australia have been in communication that they would like to keep the Oceania Artistic Championships on the
table, situation dependent by September. The board will continue to monitor the Covid-19 situation

6

Closure
The meeting closed at 7.15pm.
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